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This theme pays homage to the watery 
blues and saturated purples of Provence 
that so inspired Van Gogh, Cezanne  
and Renoir. Enchanté!

a fine vintage
A vintage gown is a great way to make a unique 
fashion statement. A funky fascinator is a fresh 
take on the traditional veil.  Gown from CaBeret 

VintaGe, cabaretvintage.com. White Rose Fascinator accented 

with floating feathers, by kC hats, KCshats.com.

bonne boutonniere
Your groom’s boutonniere is the perfect place to tie in the 
French theme with color and texture. Boutonniere featuring 

blue hyacinth, natural purple hydrangea, brunia and skeleton 

leaf designed by nicole north of Petals stems and leaVes, 

petalsstemsandleaves.com. 

artisanal invite
This rustic, yet decadent letterpress invitation set is 
presented in a handcrafted box and features a hand- 
illustrated image of French Provincial art inscribed 
with a couple’s name. Set designed and illustrated by 

deborah lau of Palettera, palettera.com. 

french lace
A loosely tied antique lace sash on your bouquet is 
a perfect way to tie in your ‘something old.’ Bouquet 

designed by nicole north of Petals stems and leaVes, 

petalsstemsandleaves.com. 
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a beautiful tableau 
This beautifully designed banquet-style table 
feels like an informally warm yet luxe family 
dinner in the French countryside. Lusterware 
goblets and tumblers provide the sparkle.
designed by nicole north of Petals stems and 

leaVes, petalsstemsandleaves.com and Paras metha 

of desiGn 2 deCor, design2decor.com. 

floral vessels
A variety of rustic and romantic vessels brimming with lush floral in shades of lilac and cream are a nod to the natural 
beauty of Provence. nicole north of Petals stems and leaVes, petalsstemsandleaves.com used bunches of white hydrangea, natural 

purple hydrangea, lavender freesia, purple and lavender stock, 'Stranger' roses and 'ocean Song' roses.

Linen Louis XVI Dining Chairs topped with rich purple satin throw pillows and monogrammed linen napkins are 
opulent ideas for French glam decor. Paras metha of desiGn 2 deCor, design2decor.com.

double entendre
A menu that doubles as a name card is a personalized touch 
with fabulous functionality. This linen paper menu is mounted on a 

highly textured, fabric-like backing with a pearl embellishment. Created by 

deborah lau of Palettera, palettera.com.
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french favor 
Tiny jars of Confitures Les Comtes de Provence are an 
excellent take-away for a French-inspired wedding. 
Confitures, Pusateris, pusateris.com. 

floral confection
These adorable mini rose cakes are an individualized  
twist on the traditional. French vanilla with raspberry buttercream 

icing created by Cakes By konstadin, konstadin.com. 

merci beaucoup
Stunning apres-event mail redefines ‘Thank You.’ 
linen card wrapped with a vintage trinket on a gold satin 

ribbon, presented in a custom box. Created by deborah lau 

of Palettera, palettera.com. 

luxe location  
A wine cellar or vineyard is a perfect type of venue 
if you’re looking to recreate this French theme. 
This feature was photographed at Toronto’s sPoke CluB, 

thespokeclub.com.

grande gateau
This French vanilla cake was 
inspired by French Provincial 
decor. Hints of period furniture, 
chair rails and inlaid carvings 
from crown moldings seen 
in Parisien architecture 
are represented in the six 
layers. The simple bloom of 
lily of the valley was chosen 
to accent the tiers for its 
beauty and delicate details. 
Created by Cakes By 

konstadin, konstadin.com. 
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